Modeling of lung cancer by an orthotopically growing H460SM variant cell line reveals novel candidate genes for systemic metastasis.
Endobronchial implantation of NCI-H460 cells into the nude rat generates a primary lung tumor with mediastinal lymph node spread, but rarely systemic metastases. We isolated tumor cells from mediastinal nodes, orthotopically reimplanted the cells into nude rats and repeated this four times to derive a cell line, designated H460SM, that spontaneously metastasizes to bone, kidney, brain, soft tissue and contralateral lung. H460SM cells demonstrated higher invasive activity in vitro than parental NCI-H460 cells. Spectral karyotyping revealed a new inversion within 17q and loss of an extra normal copy of chromosome 14 present in parental NCI-H460 cells. Expression profiling of orthotopic primary tumors revealed differential expression of 360 genes. Of these, 173 were represented in the probe set of a 19.2K OCI cDNA microarray previously used to profile the gene expression of surgically resected lung cancer specimens. We have computationally validated clinical importance of these genes by using in silico analysis of 18 cases of pulmonary adenocarcinoma, which were split into two patient groups with markedly different clinical outcome. The model identifies additional novel candidate genes for the progression of lung cancer to systemic metastases and poor prognosis.